Abstract-Some couplings exist between the positive-and negative-sequence impedances of a voltage-sourced power converter especially in the low frequency range due to the nonlinearities and low-bandwidth control loops such as the phaselocked loop. In this paper, a new numerical method based on the harmonic transfer function for analysis of the linear time periodic systems is presented, which is able to handle these couplings. In a balanced three-phase system, there is only one coupling term, but in an unbalanced (asymmetrical) system, there are more couplings, and therefore, in order to study the interactions between these couplings a matrix-based method should be used. No information about the structure of the converter is needed and elements are modeled as black boxes with known terminal characteristics. The proposed method is applicable for both power quality (harmonic and interharmonic emissions) and stability studies, which is verified by simulations in this paper.
frequency). It has been found that the phase-locked loop (PLL) may introduce a negative damping with a frequency coupling between the input voltage and output current [7] , [8] . This effect may further lead to instability in weak grids, where the resonances are located at lower frequencies. The situation is even worse when the grid and the high-voltage grid connection system assets are unbalanced, for instance due to the asymmetrical displacement of the conductors in flat formation underground transmission cables, where more couplings between the frequency components exist, and consequently finding an analytic solution is very difficult [9] , [10] . Modeling a balanced system in the dq domain solves the problem of the low frequency couplings [11] ; however, there exist a coupling between d-and q-channels. Also, for unbalanced networks, the couplings appear in the dq signals [12] , and therefore, a matrix-based method is inevitable.
In [13] , a new numerical matrix-based method has been presented that can easily consider all couplings in the impedance model of a power converter. In this method, a given converter is treated like a black box and no modeling and knowledge are needed for the system under study. Some frequency excitation tests are just needed for the system under study, which can be obtained from a full-detailed simulation model or from experiments. Therefore, different kinds of control strategies such as asymmetrical current control can also be studied with the same method. Another advantage is that it uses numerical data instead of very complicated analytic expressions (in case of a multiconverter system the complexity increases rapidly). Moreover, the parameters, structure, and control of power converters are sometimes confidential, and therefore, the frequency response is only available as a numerical lookup table obtained from some measurements. Also for some passive elements, the numerical representation is less complicated, e.g., the grid impedance can be modeled as a numerical lookup table instead of a high-order passive network formed of many elements [14] . In addition to all the above-mentioned reasons, finally the numerical evaluation methods such as the Nyquist plot may be used for stability assessment. Thus, using numerical data is advantageous in many cases.
In this paper, the matrix-based method will be extended to unbalanced three-phase systems, which are more difficult to analyze due to a more complicated current controller and also existence of more frequency couplings. This paper is organized as follows. First, the couplings in balanced and unbalanced power electronic-based systems are introduced, then the matrix frequency response is briefly presented, and finally the proposed method is used in an unbalanced system that uses an asymmetrical current controller.
II. FREQUENCY COUPLINGS IN A POWER CONVERTER
One way to study the stability of nonlinear control systems is to linearize the system around the operating point and to use linear methods for the small-signal incremental equations. Therefore, the impedance-based stability criterion (IBSC) can be applied to small-signal impedances. The small-signal impedance of a three-phase power converter can be expressed in phase (abc) domain or sequence domain [7] . And since in three-wire systems, there is no neutral wire, therefore, no zero sequence current can be flowing. Therefore, the zero sequence components and impedances can be neglected. In this paper, the impedances are modeled in the sequence domain because it leads to 2 × 2 (positive-and negative-quantities) matrices instead of 3 × 3 ones (abc quantities) and also the positive-and negative-sequence impedances of the power system components are readily available.
It has been mentioned in [9] that the negative-sequence impedance is indeed the complex conjugate of the corresponding positive-sequence quantity with the negated frequency
Therefore, hereafter the positive frequencies are used for positive-sequence components and negative frequencies stand for negative sequence. Fig. 1 shows the considered power converter and how it is connected to the grid, where an L filter is used. However, this method is also applicable for converters with LCL filters by changing the grid/converter impedance. It has been shown in [7] and [15] that if the effects of the PLL are not neglected then in response to a positive-sequence voltage at the PCC, the converter current will have a positive-sequence current with the same frequency and a negative-sequence current with a different frequency and vice versa. Fig. 2 shows that if the system is balanced, then no other frequencies than the stated ones will appear. The numbers are used to highlight the path that a voltage/current traverses. A voltage perturbation at the grid propagates to the PCC voltage (Block 1 to Block 2), then the power converter in response to this perturbation at the PCC voltage responds with two components, one at f p (Block 2 to Block 3) and another one at −( f p − 2 f 1 ) (Block 2 to Block 4), where f p is the perturbation frequency and f 1 is the fundamental frequency [7] , [8] . Since the grid impedance is passive and balanced; the current flow with those frequency components only creates the same frequency and sequence components at the PCC voltage (Block 3 to Block 5 and Block 4 to Block 6). In other words balanced impedance in the sequence domain is decoupled and a current in a sequence cannot induce a voltage at the other sequence. Consequently, the power converter observes a voltage with a frequency of −( f p − 2 f 1 ) at the PCC; therefore, the current response would again have two components, one at the same frequency (Block 7 to Block 4) and the other one at −(−( f p − 2 f 1 ) − 2 f 1 ) = f p (Block 7 to Block 3). Thus, the response to the new components in the PCC voltage does not create any new frequencies in the current, and therefore, the loop is closed and one can calculate the closed-loop impedance using this.
However, if the grid impedance is unbalanced, in response to a positive-sequence current, in addition to a positive-sequence voltage it also creates some voltage in the negative sequence. It does not change the frequency; it only injects both sequences to the PCC voltage. The equation for an unbalanced branch, which is shown in Fig. 3 , is
where, Z i is the impedance of the ith phase and Z ± is the impedance matrix in the sequence domain. As shown in Fig. 4 , the imbalance results in an unlimited number of frequency couplings, which makes it difficult to find a closed-form equation for the impedances. The converter current has a frequency component at −( f p −2 f 1 ) in response to a voltage perturbation at the PCC. Since, the grid impedance is unbalanced, it also creates a reverse sequence voltage drop, and therefore, the PCC will have a component at ( f p − 2 f 1 ). The converter in response to this new frequency generates a current at −( f p − 4 f 1 ). This cycle never stops and more frequency couplings appear. One can suggest some assumptions for instance, only consider one coupling. However, it might not always be true and in the end the error might not be acceptable [9] . If a matrix-based solution is used, it can consider and calculate all these couplings without any assumptions or simplifications.
III. MATRIX-BASED METHOD
The matrix-based method was first introduced in [13] . It uses the matrix frequency response for all active and passive components, which can be filled in using the theoretical equations (for the components whose transfer functions are known), the simulation or the experimental data, as shown in (5) . Each column is the frequency spectrum of the response to a sinusoidal excitation, whose frequency is corresponding to that column
where H ij is the frequency component of the response at ω = ω i to a sinusoidal excitation with a frequency at ω = ω j . It must be noted that these frequencies are necessarily not multiples of the fundamental frequency and in (5) ω 1 is not the fundamental frequency. For a linear time-invariant system there exists only one response at the same frequency of the excitation, therefore, the matrix frequency response will be a diagonal matrix. The matrix-based method can be considered as the numerical form of the harmonic transfer functions (HTF) for the linear time periodic (LTP) systems [16] , [17] , where the operating point varies periodically. This is the case in ac systems where all steady state quantities are periodic with the system frequency. One way to study these systems is to use harmonic state space equations that need complete model of the system under study [18] . However, in this paper, it is considered that no information about the structure is available and only the input-output characteristics can be obtained from measurements. The input-output relation of an LTP system in the frequency domain can be described as
where H(s) is the HTF of the system, U (s) and Y (s) are vectors of frequencies in the input and the output, respectively, as follows:
. . .
where, ω 1 is the angular frequency of the system, and H m (s − jnω 1 ) shows the coupling between the input [16] . Finding the closed-form equations for H i (s) is very difficult, but by using the small-signal perturbations at different frequencies the elements can be filled in numerically. If the HTF of the open loop gain of an LTP system is G(s), then the generalized nyquist criterion (GNC), which is the plot of the eigenvalues of the numerical HTF by sweeping the frequency s = j ω in the interval (− j ω 1 /2, + j ω 1 /2), can be used to assess the stability of the closed-loop system [19] . It can be seen from (9) that for each frequency s = j ω a different matrix must be calculated. Infinite number of harmonics cannot be considered and the system must be truncated up to a certain harmonic M. Instead of calculating the eigenvalues of matrices G(s = − j ω 1 /2) . . . G(s = + j ω 1 /2) separately, one can calculate the eigenvalues of G as shown in (10), since the eigenvalues of a block diagonal matrix is the collection of eigenvalues of each submatrix
where
and δω is the frequency resolution of the GNC plot. The
If one sort the rows of G based on the frequencies and then sorts the columns, (5) will be obtained.
It must be noted that swapping the rows i, j of a matrix followed by swapping the columns i,j does not change the eigenvalues. Therefore, (5) can be used for stability studies in a simpler manner compared to (7)-(10). In the authors' view, (5) can be understood easier than (7)-(10) and also the results can be visualized in a better way. Fig. 5 shows an example of the impedance matrix of a balanced and an unbalanced inductive branch. The horizontal axis is the excitation frequency, the vertical axis is the response frequency and the color intensity of each pixel (square) shows the response magnitude. For instance, most parts of Fig. 5 are white which means the coupling is zero. It must be noted that the dashed lines are only for annotation. As mentioned before, the negative frequency is to model the negative-sequence component. It must be noted that the impedance matrix is a complex matrix. However, for the sake of simplicity; only the magnitude is shown here. It can clearly be seen that there are some couplings between the positive-and negative-sequence impedance. For instance, for the balanced case, in response to a +250 Hz perturbation (the dashed red line), there is only one response at +250 Hz (the dashed blue line). However, for the unbalanced case, in addition to the 250-Hz response (response 1: dashed blue line); there is also another component at −250 Hz (response 2: dashed green line), which is weaker than the direct component.
In this paper, the imbalance is in focus, and therefore, an unbalanced current controller must be utilized to successfully track the references, otherwise the controller fails due to the adverse effect of negative-sequence component in a dq transformation [20] . In order to handle both positive and negative sequences, a sequence extraction block (SEB) must be used that extracts the positive-and negative-sequence components in the dq signals correctly. The highlighted block in Fig. 6 is the block diagram of an SEB based on the decoupled double synchronous reference frame (DDSRF) that has first been Fig. 7 . DDSRF current controller [22] , [23] . [20] . T dq is the Park's transformation and
where θ is the phase angle of the PLL and ω f = ω 1 / √ 2 in order to have a good performance [21] .
As it is shown in Fig. 6 , the SEB needs the phase information of the positive-sequence voltage. This can be done by using a simple synchronous reference frame (SRF) PLL to synchronize with the positive-sequence voltage as shown in Fig. 6 .
In this paper, the current controller also utilizes the same SEB to regulate the positive-/negative-sequence currents. Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of this controller [22] , [23] , where the current controller blocks are
[
and H i (s) is a PI controller and G dec minimizes the couplings between the dq signals.
In this paper, the admittance matrix of a power converter, whose parameters are listed in Tables I and III (stable case) , is filled in using simulations and no equation is used for stability analysis. At each simulation, a small-signal perturbation in the voltage with a defined frequency is directly applied to the converter terminals without any grid impedance. The admittance by definition is the changes in the current due to a change in the terminal voltage. Therefore, for each excitation frequency a column of (5) is filled based on the fast Fourier transform of the current. However, the linearized models, which are used, are dependent on the operating point, and if the operating point (i.e., the output current and the PCC voltage) is changed (which is a valid assumption in a wind farm), then the whole identification process must be repeated. In [13] , it has been shown that the linearized admittance matrix of a power converter changes linearly with the operating point (i.e., the output current and the PCC voltage). Therefore, by calculating these linear characteristics once, the admittance can be calculated at any conditions. The considered system in [13] is a balanced system and one may question the linearity assumption here because the system under study is now unbalanced. Hence, the operating point quantities, voltage, and current at PCC (for both sequences) are changed (the perturbation frequency is fixed at 110 Hz) to see whether the relationship is linear or not. Fig. 8 indicates that all electrical quantities behave linearly except for the positive-sequence voltage (note absolute value is plotted). This is due to the PLL that uses the positive-sequence voltage and is a nonlinear block in the low frequency range. However, Fig. 8(c) reveals that if the PCC voltage lies in the interval (0.95, 1.05) p.u. then it can be considered as a linear function. This is a valid assumption in the power systems, where the voltages are kept inside this interval by reactive power control. In a wind farm, wind turbines can also support the PCC voltage by injecting or absorbing the reactive power. Thus, one can use (16) to calculate the admittance matrix at any other conditions, if the partial derivatives, which describe the linear characteristics, are available
The partial derivatives in (16) can easily be found by the procedure illustrated in Fig. 9 . For instance, by repeating the simulation for another positive-sequence current set point while all other quantities (PCC voltage both positive and negative components and current control parameters) are kept constant, the rate of the change in the admittance to a change in the injected positive-sequence current ∂Y /∂ I + dq can be found. To verify (16) , the converter admittance at a new and untrained operating point (v
Hz) is anticipated using (16) and is verified by time-domain simulations as shown in Table II . Fig. 10 shows the admittance matrix of the power converter. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The operating point of the converter depends on the network configuration and the voltages and currents in the network. Therefore, the first step is to run a load flow and calculate the operating point. At this stage, the converter can be modeled as a constant power element. Then, the load flow data are used as the initial points and the linearized matrix of the converter can be found using (16) .
To show the effectiveness of the method, two studies will be presented. The first case is used for stability evaluation of the system, while the other one is used for power quality studies in the system. In both cases the system shown in Fig. 1 is used, where the current controller and the PLL are based on Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
A. Case 1: Stability of an Unbalanced System
In this section, the considered converter is connected to an unbalanced grid, where the imbalance is intentionally set too large to do some comparisons (see Table III ). The controller regulates the positive-sequence current and keeps the negative-sequence current to zero. Therefore, the objective is to inject balanced current that is synchronized with the positive-sequence voltage at the PCC. All elements are modeled as matrix impedances/admittances. The method is used to evaluate the stability based on the matrix form of the IBSC [13] , where the eigenvalues of the minor loop gain in the matrix form (the product of the grid impedance and the converter admittance, both are matrices) are plotted.
It can be seen from Fig. 11 that when the output current set point is lowered from 20 to 2 A, the system becomes unstable. This conclusion is also verified by time-domain simulations of a full-detailed model as shown in Figs. 12 and 13 . The PCC voltage, as shown in Figs. 12(b) and 13(b) , is around the nominal value; therefore, there is no problem with the nonlinearity of the PCC voltage as described by Fig. 8(c) . Fig. 13 shows that the converter is unable to regulate the output current due to the instability. One may ask that if the system is unstable why the converter is not saturated as shown in Fig. 13(c) , the modulation indices are below 100%. The current system is a nonlinear system and small-signal linearization is used to find a linear model. Therefore, all conclusions are valid for a small-signal region around the oper- ating point. In large signal, sometimes a nonlinear system is attracted to a limit cycle [24] , [25] and does not necessarily go to infinity. However, the results of the small-signal studies are valuable; because they can clearly state that the behavior is not as expected in a given operating point (uncontrolled currents and harmonics). The frequency spectrum of the output current and the PCC voltage indicates that the frequency of instability is around 14 Hz as shown in Fig. 14 . This frequency can also be predicted by looking at the crossover frequency (intersection with the unity circle) of the Nyquist plot shown in Fig. 11 .
To see what is exactly the effect of imbalance, the previous case is now repeated with a balanced grid, where the inductance values are the average of the unbalanced inductances. Based on (4), by using the average values, the positive-/ negative-sequence impedance are not changed. It can be seen In other words that large changes in the grid did not influence the results so much, and one can say that the balanced case is even worse than the unbalanced case (the Nyquist plot is closer to the critical point), and therefore, if the balanced case is only studied, it gives a more conservative result in this case.
B. Case 2: Power Quality Studies
By knowing the harmonic sources and matrix impedances, the harmonics at different points can be found using some simple electrical network equations. For instance, for the simple case that is presented in Fig. 1 , if the harmonics content in the grid is known (as a vector that contains all frequencies), then the harmonics at the PCC can easily be found using
where, [Z c ] is the impedance matrix of the converter (inverse of the admittance matrix), [Z g ] is the impedance matrix of the grid, and [V g ] is the present harmonics at the grid. The phasor plot shown in Fig. 18 is for the previous case, where the system is unbalanced but all the current set points are now nonzero, as stated in Table IV . To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, it is assumed that the grid has a positive-sequence interharmonic component at 90 Hz. It can be seen that due to the aforementioned couplings at the PCC, an additional 10-Hz [−( f p − 2 f 1)] component can also be seen, which surprisingly is even larger than the 90-Hz component for the currents. It can be seen that the results from theoretical equations using the matrix-based method are in good agreement with the results of the timedomain simulations. Fig. 19 shows the time-domain results of this case, where the effects of the 10-Hz components are significant in the output current.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a numerical matrix-based method for harmonic studies in unbalanced networks is proposed. The method is able to deal with the couplings between the positive-and negative-sequence impedances due to the outer loop controls and also the asymmetrical transmission assets. The method is proven by the HTF concept in studying LTP systems. The admittance matrix of the converter is a nonlinear function of the positive-sequence voltage of the PCC but is a linear function of the output current. If the PCC voltage is kept close to the nominal value, then, no matter how much the current is changed, the admittance can be calculated. This is also the case in a wind farm where the output power (current) is changing a lot depending on the wind speed and voltage magnitudes are almost constant. The proposed method is verified by timedomain simulation of a full-detailed model and it is shown that based on the results of this paper some simplifications can be made. For instance, it seems that if the system is well designed for a balanced case (i.e., enough stability margins), the stability is even better in the unbalanced case. However, proving this needs a more detailed discussion with analytical formulation, which is not the subject of this paper. The proposed method can also be used for power quality studies to include the effects of coupling. It is shown that in the low frequency range, the couplings should not be neglected due to the fact that their effect might be even larger.
